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Worldwide Free Shipping - Milky Way Jewelry Announced 2011 Christmas
Sale

Christmas, the greatest shopping season for both men and women is coming and every
merchant is making the best efforts to attract more customers. As the leading jewelry
manufacturer in China, Milky Way Jewelry is offering a worldwide free shipping policy from
Dec 2nd to 8th.

(PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Christmas, the greatest shopping season for both men and women is coming
and every merchant is making the best efforts to attract more customers. As the leading jewelry manufacturer in
China, Milky Way Jewelry is offering a worldwide free shipping policy from Dec 2nd to 8th.

Established in 2000, Milky Way Jewelry (Gets.cn) manufacturers a wide range of products which includes
Beads, Rhinestone Jewelry, glass beads, lampwork beads, pearl, gemstone, European jewelry, Jewelry Findings
etc., and also deals in full set of finished jewelry product.
From Dec 2nd to Dec 8th, customers who visit http://www.gets.cn/, the official web site of Milky Way Jewelry
are enjoying the first and last free shipping policy. The free shipping policy covers over 34 countries and
regions from Albania to United States, which only lasts for 7 days.

"We hope it will be a win-win situation", said Ivy Cao, the General Manager of Milky Way Jewelry Factory
explained her hope about this promotion, "There's an old Chinese saying goes like Good wines need no bush;
however, our opinion is Good wines INDEED need blush. Customers get benefits and we get buzz, isn't it the
perfect way to seize more business opportunities?"

Besides wholesale partners, individual customers can also enjoy amazing Christmas gifts ideas from Milky Way
Jewelry. For individual customers, there's nothing more unique than making jewelry by one self and sending
them as Christmas gifts. "The trend of DIY is getting high and spreading to every corner of our own life, which
is exactly what Milky Way Jewelry advocates. Everyone is special and every one is the unique masterpiece of
this planet; why do we have to purchase the machine-made jewelry to represent ourselves? Be unique, be
creative and be passionate, that's the real thing that Milky Way is trying to accomplish."

Ivy also recommended some best sellers. The Natural Coral Beadswere one of them. "Coral beads are always
the favorite items for customers who want to make jewelry for their beloved ones because they are the symbol
of undying love. What's more, the colors of coral beads keep people feeling warm and enthusiastic in winter."
Besides what Ivy recommended, there are thousands more products at http://www.gets.cn/, which means
customers will get millions of ways to express their love in 2011 Christmas.

December has come while the competition between merchants is turning white-hot. Reasonable prices and
attractive promotions are far from enough for anyone to win at the final stage. Only those who also provide
reliable after-sale service and trustworthy qualities will make it. Will Milky Way Jewelry finally get what they
wanted? Let's wait and see.

About Milky Way Jewelry

Milky Way Jewelry is a professional manufacturer specialized in producing beads and jewelry findings, such as
glass beads, pearl beads, lampwork beads, rhinestone jewelry, gemstone and European jewelry. Founded in
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2004, it has emerged as one of the largest jewelry accessories suppliers in the field. In possession of over
400,000 different styles and colors of jewelry accessories, the company is able to serve worldwide customers
from more than 150 countries.
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Contact Information
Ivy Cao
Milky Way Jewelry
http://www.gets.cn/
+86-10-6763-9955

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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